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ABSTRACT
The development of information systems projects has always been plagued by high incidences of failure which can be
attributed to the sheer complexity of the problem at hand coupled with uncertainties brought about by the dynamic
business environment and constantly evolving technology. With component-based software development (CBSD),
organisations can now utilise component technology to increase the likelihood of project success. This is made possible
by component reuse which can be leveraged to minimise the effort required to develop applications. Component reuse
needs to be organised and implemented well by the adopting organisation to ensure success. To maximise the
likelihood of success, the organisation must ensure that the effort is systematically planned and addresses a wide array
of technical as well as non-technical issues. More importantly, the organisation must not be fixated on the technology
itself; instead adequate attention must be given to the non-technical issues which are often sidelined by project
managers. This paper will briefly introduce the key concepts of CBSD and component reuse before providing a detailed
discussion on the various technical and non-technical issues that need to be considered in software component reuse.
The main contribution of this paper is that it provides a discussion of the issues that need to be considered by the
organisation in implementing component reuse programmes.
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need for software to be flexible in accepting new
technology upgrades, the growth in distributed
computing and the downsizing, restructuring and rescoping of organisations [7, 8].

1.0 Introduction
Due to the complexity, limited resources and at times
chaos that exist in most information systems
development efforts, incidences of project failure are
high illustrating the crisis faced by the software
industry these days [1, 2, 3, 4]. According to McBride
[5] up to one-third of all money spent on information
systems development is used to repair botched projects
with billions spent each year reworking software that
does not fit customer requirements.

In view of these developments, Brown [8] posits that it
would be infeasible for developers and organisations to
consider constructing each new information system
from scratch. Instead, information systems would need
to be developed with reused practices, software
components and products that have been tested and
proven to be effective and efficient in order to remain
in business and gain competitive advantage [8 ,9, 10].

Upon examination it is found that the root cause is
attributable to poor project estimating techniques,
ineffective project team structure, a lack of client
project participation, unmanaged scopes and taking on
large-scale project risk without any contingencies [4,
5]. In addition to that, 53% of projects completed are
188% over budget at an additional cost of USD$ 59
billion with larger projects completed with only 42%
of their original specifications or user requirements [6].

Due to the importance of reusing software
components, it is therefore crucial to understand the
issues and challenges faced when developers reuse
software components to enable effective reuse
programmes to be incorporated into the information
systems development effort in the enterprise.
This paper first provides a definition of software
components and outlines its major features with regard
to information systems development. Next, the
importance and potential gains of reusability afforded
by component software in information systems
development are identified and appraised. Having
understood the benefits of reuse in component-based
systems development, this paper will then discuss
some insightful strategies that can be adopted by

To effectively ensure systems development success,
component-based software development has been
hailed by many software developers and academics as
being one of the most promising ways of controlling
the increasing costs and complexity of most
information systems [7]. In addition, the economic and
technological realities of the 1990s have led to many
changes to the enterprise, especially in terms of the
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information systems developers to ensure successful
reuse of software components in their projects to
achieve improved system quality in addition to timely
delivery of complex systems.

attention of software developers for years but has
failed to be fully practised to a significant degree.
Fortunately, component-based software development
strongly supports reuse and this effectively paves the
way for the benefits of reuse to be accrued by
organisations now [15, 16, 20]. As such, the benefits of
reusing software components in component-based
development are detailed in the following section.

2.0 What is a software component?
According to Herzum and Sims [7], the term
'component' is used in many different ways by
practitioners in the industry. However, a rather broad
and general yet useful definition proposed by Brown
[11] defines a software component as 'an
independently deliverable piece of functionality
providing access to its services through interfaces'. In
addition to that, it is important for a software
component to be easily combined and composed with
other software components [7]. This is because a
software component will only achieve its usefulness
when it is used in collaboration with other software
components [7, 12].

3.1 Benefits of software reuse
As mentioned in the preceding section, there are many
benefits of reusing software components in
information systems development. When correctly
applied and implemented, reuse can increase
productivity, shorten time-to-market, improve software
quality, reduce maintenance cost, allow for interapplication interoperability, reduce risks, leverage
technical skills and knowledge, and improve system
functionality [18, 19, 21, 22].

Among the characteristics of a software component
that facilitates collaboration is that it is a self-contained
software construct that has a defined use, has a runtime interface, can be autonomously deployed, and is
built with foreknowledge of a specific component
socket [7]. Herzum and Sims [7] add that components
are built for composition with other components and
have well-defined and well known run time interface
to a supporting infrastructure. A design-time interface
alone is necessary but not sufficient because it does not
exist in the run-time unless it is implemented by some
piece of software, that is, by infrastructure [7].

Developing software using traditional software
development approaches will more often than not
result in organisations facing application backlogs.
This is because changing one part or even one
statement of software code will have adverse effects to
other parts of software. Hence, software developers
have limited time to develop new systems because they
have to expend their existing resources to maintain
existing systems [23]. Due to its inherent power of
functional independence in CBSD where software is
assembled from self-contained components that can be
autonomously deployed, the productivity and
performance of the development team can be improved
further [7].

Apperly [13] asserts that the use of software
components
or
component-based
software
development allows organisations to develop
innovative information systems solutions within the
stipulated time and budget. Both quality and time-tomarket the solution is greatly enhanced by using
software components that were pre-built and
effectively reused by the development team [13, 14,
15, 16].

According to Lim [18], Hewlett-Packard software
projects reported productivity increases from 6% to
40% with the incorporation of CBSD. Pitney Bowes in
the USA which has been reusing components since
1996 documented tremendous savings in labour as the
company is now able to achieve 500 human-weeks of
development progress in only 200 human-weeks by
using existing components and by purchasing others
from component markets [24].

3.0 Reusing software components
Reusable software components are not new practice
but are becoming more widespread due to emergence
of component-based technologies such as Microsoft
COM+, Enterprise Java Beans and the CORBA
Component Model [11]. Many organisations now
practise software reuse by assembling pre-existing
components (within or across domains) when
developing new components or information systems
[17]. Sitaraman, Long, Weide, Harner and Wang [17]
contend that component reuse is a basic tenet and a key
feature of component-based development.

Apart from productivity gains, component reuse allow
organisations to reduce the critical path in the delivery
information systems applications, reducing the time-tomarket and begin to accrue profits earlier [18]. With
proper planning of component interfaces and
infrastructure design, different development teams at
different locations can develop their own components
simultaneously [7, 11]. Besides that, software systems
can assemble components across boundaries at run
time or design time which encourages distributed
software development [7].

Component reuse refers to the process of implementing
or updating software systems using previously created
or existing assets [18, 19]. Williams [20] stressed that
software reuse is something that has gained widespread

The quality of information systems developed using
this approach will also have fewer bugs and defects if
compared with newly built-from-scratch systems [19].
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From a cost perspective, if an asset's costs can be
amortised through a large number of uses, it would
then be possible for the management to expend more
effort and allocate more budget to improve the quality
of software components [19]. This in turn reduces the
level of risk faced by the development effort and will
undeniably improve the likelihood of success [18].

and cultural or psychological issues (apathy, not
invented here syndrome, fear and ivory towerism) [27].
One of the more important strategies for implementing
reuse is the cultivation of an appropriate 'reuse
mindset' proposed by Griss [26]. A correct mindset and
attitude must be in place to ensure that everyone who
is involved in the development of components
understands the motivations and potential benefits of
component-reuse to the organisation. This will in
effect eliminate the common 'not invented here
syndrome' problem where developers have the
misconception that reused software components from
other projects will not work on their current project as
it was invented somewhere else [27].

Maintaining legacy systems is a nightmare for every
organisation [23]. Almost 80% of software
development costs are used to maintain the systems
after they have been implemented [23, 16]. Therefore,
one major advantage of a component is its plug and
play feature which allows easy composition and
inclusion in the information systems effort [11, 16].
Organisations can throw away unwanted components
and assemble them with more advanced components
based on their needs without affecting the functions of
other components [10].

To succeed, developers must create a groundswell for
technological innovation, encourage project managers
and team members to do things differently. The
support of the top management and also the other
levels of the organisation involved in the reuse effort is
a precondition for success [18, 27]. Schmidt [22]
observed that the ability of component reuse to
succeed is highly correlated with the quality and
quantity of effective leaders and experienced
developers. In general, highly experienced and skilled
developers who are empowered to create, document
and support horizontal middleware platforms are
required in order to allow high-1evel application
developers who need not be as experienced as complex
systems-level technologists to focus on programming
higher-level abstractions with reused components [22].

In addition, when systems are developed using reused
components, they are expected to be more
interoperable as they rely on common mechanisms to
implement most of their functions [19]. Dialogs and
interfaces used by these systems would be similar and
would improve the learning curve of users who utilise
several different systems built using the same
components [18, 19]. Software reuse in CBSD also
allows specialists to optimise the software components
and the component-based development architecture
being developed which could then be reused by other
developers whose main tasks would be meeting the
product feature needs and the required functionality as
specified by the users [18].

Another area that needs adequate attention is the
corporate culture which must be supportive of reuse
initiatives and efforts [17, 22]. Creating incentives
allows developers to share in the benefits that they
have contributed and provides a more immediate return
on the organisation's component reuse investment [28].

Due to the impressive potential benefits of reuse, the
Gartner Group anticipated that almost 70% of new
information systems by 2003 will be assembled using
reused and pre-written software components [25].
Hence, it is exigent that organisations implement the
correct strategies to ensure the adoption and continued
use of reused software components in a systematic
manner.

The incentives awarded by the organisation should
ultimately be tied to reuse metrics to bridge the gap
between project-level metrics and the developers' daily
work [16, 28]. This would allow them to observe how
their reuse actions make a significant impact on the
well-being of the organisation and allow them to gain
some recognition for their effort. Among the incentives
that can be used are public recognition, presentation of
tokens or gifts and perhaps even participation in reuse
conferences or holiday packages to the value that the
developer has brought to the organisation [19, 28]. In
short, these incentives act as 'carrots' to motivate
developers and to generate interest in component reuse
within the organisation.

4.0 Strategies for implementing reuse in
component-based software development
It is claimed that software reuse advocates and
practitioners have learned that careful attention needs
to be paid to both technical and also non-technical
issues in order to ensure success in software
component reuse [14, 26]. In most instances, nontechnical issues proved to be more pervasive and
complex than realised by many people [14, 26]. The
top nine obstacles or problems often faced when
implementing software reuse adoption in organisations
can be categorised into technical (structure mismatch,
steep learning curves), managerial problems
(infrastructure clash, turf battles, inadequate resources)

Apart from the soft issues covered, a variety of
technical factors must also be addressed. This includes
quality assurance (QA) of components being
developed, proper documentation standards and the use
of appropriate component-based frameworks. Adhikari
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Due to advancement in network technology and
distributed computing, future information systems
applications will more frequently be constructed by
assembling components across a range of machines
through the network rather than being limited in a local
machine [11]. Hence, scalability of components for
distributed systems must be taken into consideration
[7]. The important factors that need to be considered
are ‘how information is communicated between
components and how components are referenced, and
to minimise the number of invocations across network’
[7].

[29] stresses that quality assurance cannot be an
afterthought and needs to be built-in from the
beginning to ensure that the components to be reused
are of sound quality and have been subjected to
rigorous testing to isolate errors.
CBSD is not like traditional software development
techniques in that it focuses on interface reuse instead
of code reuse [30]. To facilitate reuse, proper and
comprehensive
documentation
regarding
the
implementation interface and the functionality of
components must be in place [31]. In addition, wellspecified contracts (preconditions and postconditions
to using interfaces and components) of the required
interface with the contracts of the existing components
are essential for CBSD [30]. With this information
properly documented, it is easier for developers to
locate and reuse the appropriate software components
[31].

Nowadays, software architecting is an important
activity to succeed in IS development. Software
architecture can be defined as ‘a level of design that
specifies the overall system structure of a software
application’ [35]. In CBSD, software architecture
encompasses the original component infrastructure as
well as the non-CBS infrastructure to form a complete
system [12]. Bass [32] suggests eight principles of
architectural design to succeed in designing of solid
software (refer to Table 1).

Clear and unambiguous requirements definition is a
precursor
to
CBSD
success.
Requirements
specification can be used to determine the quality of
software component design [23]. Therefore, software
component design should be walked-through based on
each scenario to determine how well the design meets
with stipulated requirements [32]. If the designer is
able to check the completeness and correctness of a
design based on its system requirements at an early
stage, then it will reduce the likelihood of problems
encountered in the later stages and consequently
reduce the costs, time and effort to correct the
problems [33].

Most software components developed during the past
few years have not been reused; one of obvious
reasons is the poor design of infrastructure [29].
Therefore, it is necessary to design a set of component
infrastructures that meets or exceeds its requirement or
performance objective. Latchem [36] suggests that ‘the
component infrastructure must be carefully designed to
separate responsibilities and ensure that the logical
connections between components do not result in
unnecessary coupling’. To achieve this goal, a designer
can establish a series of layers based on the various
types of components with predefined responsibilities.
Then, the designer can specify the component’s
stereotypes for each layer and describe their behaviour
[36]. The components can be categorised based on the
services they perform or based on models of the
business (domain-specific) within which components
work [36, 37].

In CBSD, every component should achieve functional
independence where providing access to its services
through interfaces [11]. Herzum and Sims [7] provide
a similar concept where ‘emphasis of componentbased design is autonomy, which means components
should perform complete functions through minimal
interfaces needed to connect the components into a
larger information system’. Besides, if it is clear that a
component is performing more than one task then the
component should be split into several components to
make sure each component performs a single unique
function [23, 34].

Table 1 Eight Principles of Architectural Design
Explicitly identify both high level and concrete
functional and quality requirements
Explicitly identify architectural drivers
Choose an architectural style that best satisfies
architectural drivers
Divide functionality in a manner that supports
quality requirements
Use concurrency and deployment views to
identify functionality not previously considered
Verify using concrete quality and functional
requirements
Identify the appropriate component model
Iterate to refine the design elements
(Source: Bass 2001, p. 401)

By promoting functional independence, a component
has greater potential for reuse and to facilitate
independent software development [17]. As different
project teams are required to develop large-scale
distributed systems, functional independence of a
software component is necessary for easier assembly
with other components by the way to decouple
developers and users of components [7, 17]. Besides,
designers can design reusable components by looking
for common behaviours that exist in more than one
place in the system and generalising their function for
reusability [15].
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5.0 Conclusion
The development of information systems projects have
always been plagued by high incidences of failure
which can be attributed to the sheer complexity of the
problem at hand coupled with uncertainties brought
about by the dynamic economic environment and
constantly evolving technology. With the introduction
of
component-based
software
development,
organisations can now utilise component technology to
increase the likelihood of project success. This is made
possible by a key feature of component technology
which is known as component reuse which needs to be
organised and implemented well to ensure success.
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In order to maximise the likelihood of success for
component reuse programs, organisations must ensure
that the effort is systematically planned and addresses
the wide array of technical and non-technical issues
that abound. More importantly, the organisation must
not be fixated on the technology itself; instead
adequate attention must be given to the non-technical
issues which are often sidelined by project managers.
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